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EPISODE 12: Above/Below the Line
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ABOVE / BELOW THE LINE
Jim first became aware of this concept about 12 years ago
Massive impact on me him personally
Implemented into my both my life business and raised the standard he set and expected both of
himself and his team
Easy to explain, and understand, but harder to uphold
− It is about setting a standard for both yourself, and the teams you associate with
− Applicable to teams of any description, and can be a quick system of identifying where the
challenges are
− There is a specific terminology that comes with its implementation
When Jim starts coaching with someone, one of the first things that cover is this model
Outlines the agreements, expectations and sets people up for the greatest level of success

SUMMARY OF MODEL
1. Above the line Actions and Behaviours are considered empowering
2. Below the Line Actions and Behaviours are considered disempowering. It often traps people
in victim behaviours or actions
3. Sets a standard for the Culture of your organisations and yourself
4. When applying this to yourself, it is important to develop an awareness or Identify when you
are slipping below the line
5. As leaders, can help you support your team, by helping them identify where a problem may
be showing up, and how to address it
6. Leaders yay need to be open with selves and appreciate that you are the one that is below
the line.
7. Do you have enough trust in the team, or do they have enough confidence and trust in the
environment that has been created so that they can call that behaviour out?
− In coaching, incongruencies that show up, its employers don’t have the power to
change things
− Eg our leader lives the “do as I say, not as I do” example
− Doesn’t endear to team, build trust, damages the culture
− Key is to identify this behaviour, and act to get above the line ASAP
8. This can be frame of the communication that can occur in families too
− In Jim’s Family, this is the communication and permission has given his kids growing
up. To call him and their mum out if we weren’t being congruent
− Challenge for them is that when they saw other adults do it, they would challenge
them, and that did not go down well
− Same behaviour that challenging as kid, is what is allowing them to succeed in their
ventures now
ACTION STEPS
1. Review the diagram or principle and ask yourself some honest questions such as:
− How often to I spend Below the Line?
− What is it costing me to do so?
2. What effect is this having in my relationship with other people?
3. What effect is this having in my business?

